
The following prayers have been requested: 

For the Mooney family upon the passing of Pastor Bob’s mom, Margery. May she rest in peace and 
may her entire family feel comforted by memories. 

From Kathi and Terry Schroeder for Dale Griffin, for healing following brain surgery. 

From Stephanie for Linda and her family, for strength. Linda lost her recently lost her mother and 
now her brother is on a ventilator with COVID. He was on steroids and doing better, but now he’s 
not doing well. 

From Tracy Harper Gonzalez her son and herself to not get Covid as her husband has it now. 
Please pray for his complete recovery. 

For Ralph, for healing of an aggressive cancer. 

From Tracy Harper Gonzalez for the Perry family upon the recent loss of Esther Perry.  

For a church member for a successful heart ablation and for healing to be on the road to better 
health.  

From Oralle D’Orsi for Scott Adams, for healing as he was diagnosed with oral cancer. Please pray 
for strength for him him and his wife, Bernadette who has serious health issues of her own.  

From Frank and Oralle D’Orsi for Virginia Kroenlein, for healing comfort and strength as she goes 
through rehab after a partial hip replacement due to a fall.  

From Lana Hammond for Ellen Alfano, for recovery from surgery for a complex hernia. Please give 
her tenacity to get through this difficult time.  

For the family of 30-year-old Daniel who suffered a stroke and passed away, for strength and           
comfort during this difficult time.  

From Susan Chapel for her great nephew’s wife, Lindsey who was diagnosed with stage 2            
pancreatic cancer. She is 27 years old and they have a 4-month old baby girl. Please pray for          
courage, strength and healing as she begins chemo treatment.  

From Terry Patrick for Jeri Lyn Davis. For the Bagne family upon the loss of Carianne.  

From Bill and Mary Norman for their grandson, Zach for continued healing following hip surgery.  

From Sharon Larson for Nancy Churchill, for healing following a bad fall with brain injuries.  

 


